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Initials Date DEAM Activity 

  How many different ways can you find to balance? 

  Name as many states as you can while doing jumping jacks. 

  Take a 5-minute walk. 

  Soda has zero protein and zero fiber. Commit to drinking zero cans this week 

  Pick 5 different muscles to stretch. Hold each stretch for 20 seconds. 

  1 v 1 Tag—play against someone else. 

  Do as many curl-ups as you can. 

  How many different ways can you safely roll? 

  Say your math facts while doing reverse lunges. 

  Take a 10-minute walk. 

  1 can of Mountain Dew has 46g of sugar. Do 46 mountain climbers. 

  Pick 5 different muscles to stretch. Hold each stretch for 20 seconds. 

  Team Tag… play with a group; everyone is "it." 

  Hold a plank for as long as you can 

  How many ways can you transfer your weight over an imaginary line? 

  Do push-up shoulder taps while reciting as many shapes or colors you can 
think of. 

  Take a 15-minute walk. 

  1 can of Dr. Pepper has 55 mg of sodium.  Hop on each foot 55 times. 

  Pick 5 different muscles to stretch. Hold each stretch for 20 seconds. 

  Bag Game: Bag Juggle… toss and catch 2, 3, or 4 bags. 

  Do as many squats as you can. 

  How many ways can you bend, twist, and turn your body? 

  Perform squat jumps while naming the continents. 

  Take a 20-minute walk. 

  1 can of Pepsi has 150 calories. Run in place as you count to 150! 

  Pick 5 different muscles to stretch. Hold each stretch for 20 seconds. 

  Bag Game: Ball Bag… Make a bag into a ball. 
Make a circle and toss 1 bag around to everyone.  Next, add more bags.  

  Do as many push-ups as you can. 

  Practice jumping and landing safely. 

  Read a book while doing a wall sit. 

  Take a walk for the length of your age (9 years old = 9 minutes) 

 
Please Remember 

 Always get adult permission before doing any activity. 
 Return calendar to your teacher by Friday, November 4 
 Use any plastic grocery bag for “Bag Games.” 

 

Purpose: 
This calendar encourages families to 
become more physically active and to 
take steps toward a healthier lifestyle. 
Each day, students are asked to complete 
a different activity with a family member 
(or with adult supervision).   
 

Directions:  
After a student completes a day’s activity, an 
adult should date and initial the boxes.  Only one 
activity can be marked per day.  
25 days = 10 extra minutes of gym time with Mrs. 
Newton 
31 days = raffle to earn whole class extra gym 
time 
**If more than one child in the family, please fill 
out individual calendars. 


